Universal Carriage (Y) belt Replacement
I/S Sign Cutter, CrystalPress, 100, 300, 350HF
Procedure P/N 111433 REV 0

Step 1: Tools required: Phillips screwdriver, needle
nose pliers and a 9/64” Allen wrench.
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Step 2: New Y carriage belt.

Step 4: With the machine tilted, remove the silver
screw (arrow). You can now remove the right end
cover.

Step 3: Remove the 2 screws from the right end cover.
NOTE: 1 more screw needs to be removed from the
bottom. See step 5.

Step 5: Remove the left cover by removing the two
screws (arrows), one in front and one behind the
machine.

Step 6: Remove the carriage cover. There are 2
screws, one on each side.

Step 7: With the Allen wrench, loosen the belt tensioner by turning the threaded screw 2 full turns counter clockwise.

Step 8: With the belt loosened, unclip the silver T-clips
from the carriage base plate. Use pliers if needed.
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Step 9: Remove the Y belt from the transmission
pulley and out from behind the carriage.

Step 10: Continue to remove the Y belt from the Tensioner. Discard the old Y belt.

Step 11: With the new Y belt, thread one end into the
tensioner as shown.

Step 12: With the other end thread it around the
pulley and through the slot on the end plate as shown.

Step 13: Connect both ends onto the carriage T-clips
as shown. Use pliers if needed.

Step 14: Tighten the belt by turning the tensioner
screw 2 full turns clockwise. The Y belt will have the
same tension as before. Make sure the tensioner tabs
and screw tip are seated in the small pockets in the
end plate.

Step 15:Place the carriage cover back on and install
both of the end covers by reversing the steps above.
...FINISHED
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